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Abstract

Video footage of real crowded scenes still poses severe
challenges for automated surveillance. This paper evalu-
ates clustering methods for finding independent dominant
motion fields for an observation period based on a recently
published real-time optical flow algorithm. We focus on
self-tuning spectral clustering and Isomap combined with
k-means. Several combinations of feature vector normal-
izations and distance measures (Euclidean, Mahanalobis
and a general additive distance) are evaluated for four
image sequences including three publicly available crowd
datasets. Evaluation is based on mean accuracy obtained
by comparison with a manually defined ground truth clus-
tering. For every dataset at least one approach correctly
classified more than 95% of the flow vectors without extra
tuning of parameters, providing a basis for an automatic
analysis after a view-dependent setup.

1. Introduction
Automated visual surveillance of scenes involving humans
has a wide range of safety and security applications. A
model of typical (dominant) people motions within an in-
frastructure is an important base for planners, for the de-
tection of abnormal situations and can provide valuable in-
put for realistic pedestrian simulation models. Automated
analysis of crowded scenes involving many individuals still
poses significant challenges for approaches based on detec-
tion and tracking of individual objects [1].

Global approaches for the analysis of dense groups of
moving people are often based on optical flow analysis. For
example, Figure 1a shows eight examples of a 1000 frame
scene in front of an escalator of a train station. During
the observation period one can identify several dominant
flows of people, including the flow leaving from the esca-

(a) Examples from a 1000 Frame Train Station Sequence

(b) Flow Vector Sample (c) Flow Cluster 1

(d) Flow Cluster 2 (e) Flow Cluster 3

Figure 1. Clustering Dominant Optical Flow Fields

lator, leading to the escalator and a flow of people crossing
the scene without using the escalator. Figure 1b shows a
sample of optical flow vectors randomly drawn from dense
frame-to-frame optical flow fields (see Section 2.1 for de-
tails). The objective is to cluster this set of flow vectors
such that the vector clusters represent valid flow fields. Fig-
ures 1c-d show an automatic clustering of the vectors of Fig-
ure 1b into three groups. Note that there are spatial regions
belonging to multiple clusters, like the upper left part of the
field of view in Figure 1b. In this paper we compare results
for several combinations of normalized features spaces, dis-
tance measures and clustering.

Wright and Pless [6] determine persistent motion pat-
terns by a global joint distribution of independent local
brightness gradient distributions and model this huge ran-
dom variable – the number of components is equal to three
dimensions times the number of pixels in the scene – with a



Gaussian mixture model. This approach assumes all motion
in a frame to be coherent, independent motions like pedes-
trians moving independently violate these assumptions. Ali
and Shah [1] present an approach inspired by particle dy-
namics, where they first determine spatial flow boundaries
by advecting particles through the optical flow field and
subsequently performing graph-cut based image segmen-
tation. Their image sequences do not contain overlapping
motions for a region like in Figure 1. Andrade et al. [2]
use features based on linear PCA of optical flow vectors as
input for a temporal model.

In this paper we evaluate two cluster approaches we
have found promising for dealing with real flow data: self-
tuning clustering [8] and the non-linear dimension reduc-
tion Isomap [4] followd by k-means. Apart from the se-
quence in Figure 1a we present evaluation results for three
example of the publicly available UCF crowd data set [1].

2. Optical Flow Clustering
In the following we address (i) representation and normal-
ization of the flow data, (ii) appropriate distance measures
and (iii) clustering algorithms used for our evaluation.

2.1 Feature Vectors

The feature spaceF is a four-dimensional vector space with
N feature vectorsf = (x y u v)T , wherep = (x y)T

are image location coordinates andv = (u v)T are veloc-
ity vectors. We denoteR(v) as the magnitude of a vector
andΘ = ∠(vi, vj) as the angle between any two vectors
vi and vj , with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . The N feature vectors
are randomly sampled from dense optical flow fields ob-
tained for the observation period by a real-time variational
approach recently published in [7]. Flow vectors with a
speed below a minimum magnitude are not taken into ac-
count, with a scene-dependent threshold. Random sampling
is performed for computational reasons such that the clus-
tering time should only take a few seconds. Since the inves-
tigated video sequences are relatively short, we omit time
information in the feature vectors.

We normalize image location coordinatesx and y by
subtracting the means and dividing by the standard devia-
tions. The velocity componentsu andv are either normal-
ized by subtracting the means and dividing by the standard
deviations or not normalized. Both options are considered
in the evaluation.

2.2 Distances and Similarities

We define three distance measuresD(i, j) := D(fi, fj) be-
tween any two feature vectors, with1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . The
corresponding similarityS(i, j) between two feature vec-
tors is defined asS(i, j) = exp(−D2(i, j)/s), wheres is a

local scale estimated from neighbors described in [8].
We consider the following distances:

1. Squared Euclidean distance

D2

E(i, j) = ||fi − fj ||22. (1)

2. Mahanalobis distance

D2

M(i, j) = (fi − fj)Σ−1(fi − fj)T , (2)

whereΣ is the covariance matrix between the compo-
nents of the feature vectors. (2) takes into account the
correlation between the features and has the appealing
property that the coordinates are already intrinsically
normalized.

3. Weighted additive distances

D2

A(i, j) = wpD2

p + wΘD2

Θ + wRD2

R + wβD2

β, (3)

with weightsw∗ ≥ 0 andDp as the Euclidean distance
between two flow locations,DΘ as the angle between
flow directions,DR as the speed difference andDβ the
angleβ between the mean of the two velocity vectors
and the straight line through the flow vector locations.
Note that the last term directly couples location and
velocity. It is motivated by the fact that if two flow
vectors arise from a smooth movement of the same ob-
ject, one of the two velocity vectors should point to the
location of the other one.

The distances in (3) are additive such that the corre-
sponding similarity can be written as a product of the
individual similarity terms. This is in contrast to [3], where
the similarities are considered as additive. Preliminary
trials with additive similarities have lead to poor results
for additive similarities, they are therefore not considered
here. As for setting weightsw∗ in (3), we are interested in
the combined behaviour of normalization, distance metric
and clustering algorithm and not in (over)tuning parameter
values to particular datasets. The weights are determined
such that all productsw∗D

2
∗

have the same expected value,
i.e. all terms in (3) should be approximately equally
important. The weightswp andwR can be optionally set to
0. Assuming independent normalized location coordinates
x andy, the expected value for the squared distance is

E
(

D2

p
)

= E
(

(x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)

2
)

= 4E
(

x2

1

)

= 4.

The remaining weights are set in order to match this ex-
pected squared distance: Assuming uniformly distributed
angles between velocity vectorsΘ ∼ U(0, π), we get
E

(

D2

Θ

)

= π2/3, so E
(

wΘD2

Θ

)

= E
(

D2
p
)

for wΘ =

12/π2. Assumingβ ∼ U(0, π
2
), an analogue calculation

leads towβ = 12/(π/2)2 = 48/π2.
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2.3 Clustering

The (normalized) feature vectors combined with different
distance/similarity measures as described above serve as in-
put for two clustering methods:

1. Self-tuning spectral clustering (SC) as described in [8]
using similarities and a local scale.

2. Nonlinear dimension reduction Isomap [4] (ISO) with
subsequent k-means clustering in the resulting sub-
space.

3. Clustering Evaluation
We first describe the data sets and the evaluation criterium
and then describe the evaluation of different combinations
of normalization, distance measures and clusterings.

3.1 Evaluation Criterion

Figure 2 shows the four data sets with superimposed
’ground truth’ flow clusters which are defined by sim-
ple rules with regard to flow direction and location. Fig-
ures 2a-c are taken from the UCF crowd data set [1]. The
Pilgrims and PedCross sequences contain two spa-
tially mixed flows in opposite directions, wherePedCross
has an additional flow cluster stemming from a car arriving
at the crossing. TheEscalator scene has three flow clus-
ters corresponding to the three escalators. For regions on the
floor no ground truth is defined.

For all four datasets the sample size is set toN = 1000
flow vectors. TheN flow vectors are then clustered into
the predefined number of flow fields, the permutation of the
cluster labels maximizing the coincidences with the true la-
bels is determined and the percentage of correctly assigned
labels is reported. The accuracy measure should also re-
flect the stability with regard to different random samples,
hence the accuracy over ten different random samples is de-
termined as the mean average.

One important isssue is how to automatically chose a
suitable number of clusters. Figure 3 shows the criterion
function of [8] for cluster numbers between2 and15, where
each plot corresponds to a different flow vector sample.
Since no clear maximum can be identified in Figure 3 (the
cluster numbers marked by red circles should be best suited
for the data set), we have fixed the number of clusters.
ISOMAP turned out to be insensitive with respect to the
embedding dimension of Isomap, we therefore set the di-
mension of the embedding space to 4.

3.2 Results

Figure 4 shows a qualitative comparison of spectral cluster-
ing with Mahanalobis distance with the final flow segmen-
tation results for thePilgrims sequence published in [1].

(a)Pilgrims (b)PedCross

(c)Escalator (d) Station

Figure 2. Test Sequences with ’Ground Truth’
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(a)Pilgrims
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(b)PedCross
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(c)Escalator
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(d) Station

Figure 3. Model Selection Criterion Function [8] for
Different Vector Samples

In general, our results better retain the counter-flows within
larger flows detected by the optical flow algorithm.

Table 1 lists the mean accuracies of clustering with the
Euclidean distance (1) and the Mahalanobis distance (2).
Table 2 shows the mean accuracies found using variants of
the additive distance (3).

For all four datasets a combination with mean accuracy
greater than 95% over all random samples could be found
without extra tuning of parameters for a particular dataset.

A detailed comparison of the individual combinations
shows no surprising results. The choice of the distance
measure is the most important factor. As for the additive
distance (3), including the flow angle is crucial for achiev-
ing good results. The accuracies were also compared with
ordinary k-means clustering (KM), which underperformes
compared to SC and ISO. ISO and SC show similar per-
formance, but for a given dataset and distance measure the
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Table 2. Mean Accuracies for General Additive Distance (3)

Normalization ofv wR wp wβ wΘ Pilgrims PedCross Station Escalator
SC ISO SC ISO SC ISO SC ISO

y 1 0 0 12/π2 96.4 94.9 79.8 97.3 92.9 98.0 55.1 62.4
y 1 0 48/π2

12/π2 96.1 96.7 86.3 97.2 97.8 90.3 59.0 60.5
y 1 1 0 12/π2 94.2 94.2 93.7 98.9 97.8 95.8 66.1 73.0
y 1 1 48/π2 12/π2 88.6 91.0 90.4 98.0 96.6 95.6 66.4 73.9
n 0 0 0 12/π2 99.5 90.8 99.1 90.5 96.0 87.6 66.6 65.2
y 0 0 0 12/π2 99.2 92.2 94.2 92.5 96.7 80.7 46.2 47.2
n 0 0 48/π2

12/π2 95.3 96.8 72.9 99.6 98.4 98.5 85.3 77.4
y 0 0 48/π2

12/π2 94.0 96.8 74.3 89.4 97.7 97.6 54.4 48.6
n 0 1 0 12/π2 92.8 90.0 90.4 96.5 98.2 97.0 60.2 72.2
y 0 1 0 12/π2 89.0 93.4 99.4 98.4 97.6 96.8 58.6 66.8
n 0 1 48/π2 12/π2 89.7 91.7 72.8 75.8 97.5 96.8 91.5 95.8
y 0 1 48/π2

12/π2 88.1 91.5 90.2 82.8 96.2 95.1 56.3 63.7

Table 1. Mean Accuracies for Euclidean and Maha-
lanobis Distance

Dataset Distance KM SC ISO

D2
E 92.6 88.4 95.1

Pilgrims
D2

M 94,4 98,3 95,1

D2
E 55.1 95.8 91.8

PedCross
D2

M 80.1 80.3 90.1

D2
E 91.1 97.7 95.2

Station
D2

M 92.1 87.5 96.3

D2
E 54.5 64.8 84.2

Escalator
D2

M 47.5 57.2 97.5

difference between the two methods can be big as can be
seen for thePedCross dataset and the additive distance.
Velocity normalization plays a minor role for these datasets.
Given a particular dataset several approaches should be in-
vestigated because the best combination strongly depends
on the dataset.

4. Discussion
It is obvious that the ’ground truth’ clusters based on sim-
ple rules as shown in Figure 2 are not perfect. Furthermore,
choosing a suitable similarity measure will certainly havea
strong impact on the subsequent clustering approach. For
the examined data sets, at least one combination can be
found having a mean accuracy higher than 95% over all
random samples of optical flow vectors, without tuning pa-
rameters for a particular dataset. Execution time is less than

(a) SC with Mahanalobis Distance (b) Crowd Segmentation of [1]

Figure 4. Qualitative Comparison

5 seconds on a MATLAB implementation. For a real-time
surveillance system with static camera views, different clus-
terings might be proposed to operators during a short setup
time, and the most plausible model suitable for the partic-
ular camera perspective and infrastructuere could then be
subsequently used. In this sense, we plan to add background
knowledge in a constrained clustering setup in the spirit of
[5].
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